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ABSTRACT
To measure and compare the head scatter factor for flattened (FB) and unflattened (FFF) of 6MV and 10MV photon beam using
indigenously designed mini phantom. A columnar mini phantom was designed as recommended by AAPM Task Group 74
with low and high atomic number materials at 10 cm (mini phantom) and at approximately twice the depth of maximum dose
water equivalent thickness (brass build‑up cap). Scatter in the accelerator (Sc) values of 6MV‑FFF photon beams are lesser
than that of the 6MV‑FB photon beams (0.66–2.8%; Clinac iX, 2300CD) and (0.47–1.74%; True beam) for field sizes ranging
from 10 × 10 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2. Sc values of 10MV‑FFF photon beams are lesser (0.61–2.19%; True beam) than that of the
10MV‑FB photons beams for field sizes ranging from 10 × 10 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2. The SSD had no influence on head scatter for
both flattened and unflattened beams and irrespective of head design of the different linear accelerators. The presence of field
shaping device influences the Sc values. The collimator exchange effect reveals that the opening of the upper jaw increases
Sc irrespective of FB or FFF photon beams and different linear accelerators, and it is less significant in FFF beams. Sc values
of 6MV‑FB square field were in good agreement with that of AAPM, TG‑74 published data for Varian (Clinac iX, 2300CD)
accelerator. Our results confirm that the removal of flattening filter decreases in the head scatter factor compared to flattened
beam. This could reduce the out‑of‑field dose in advanced treatment delivery techniques.
Key words: Flattening filter, mini phantom, collimator scatter factor

Introduction
All dosimetric systems used in linear accelerator (LINAC)
calculations require that dose from photons to a point in a
phantom is separated into two components:[1‑5] A primary
component arising from photon fluence from emission and
scatter in the head of the accelerator (Sc), and a secondary
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component from scatter in the phantom (Sp). Sp changes
with the volume of the phantom that is irradiated. In
general, the phantom‑irradiated volume is changed by
using a collimator or a multileaf collimator (MLC) for
shaping square or irregular fields. Sp is generally determined
from output measurements of square fields. For irregularly
shaped fields, the concept of equivalent‑square fields[6]
is used. This is based on the contribution to the dose by
photons shaped by the collimators or external blocks and
scattered by various volumes in the phantom.
There are multiple factors[7‑13] that influence the Sc
values: In particular, the scattering of photons by structures
in the accelerator head (primary collimator, flattening filter,
the secondary collimator tertiary collimators (MLCs), and
wedges), photons, and electrons backscattered into the
monitor chamber and at very small field sizes, a portion of
the x‑ray source is obscured by the collimators. The basic
method for separating these components (Sc and Sp) of
dose involves the measurement of the total scatter factor in
a phantom (St) and either the head scatter factor (Sc) or
the phantom scatter factor (Sp) individually.[1,7,14] A direct
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measurement of Sp involves complex methods compared
to Sc measurements.
The determination of the Sc is usually done by in‑air
measurements with sufficient material surrounding the
detector to prevent contaminating secondary particles
from reaching the detector volume and to provide enough
charged particles for signal strength. Historically, Sc is
measured at depth of maximum dose (dmax) with a water
equivalent build‑up cap and wall thickness equivalent
to depth of maximum dose in water phantom.[15‑18] This
method suffers from a number of problems like detector
response difference for electrons and photons,[19‑21]
absence of unique value of dmax for different field sizes and
source‑to‑surface distance (SSD),[22‑24] and an increase
in dmax values with respect to photon energy. To solve the
above problem, AAPM therapy physics committee Task
Group 74 (TG74)[25] recommends the build‑up caps in
cylindrical shapes along with long axis parallel with beam
central axis and the ion chamber placed at 10 gm/cm2 water
equivalent depth for Sc measurements. These build‑up caps
are generally called columnar mini phantoms. To prevent
contaminating electrons from reaching the detector,
10 gm/cm2 columnar mini phantoms are sufficient.[26]
In general, mini phantoms made of low‑Z materials are
recommended, and high‑Z mini phantoms are used for
small field Sc measurements. A number of studies have
been reported in literature on the characteristics of Sc
such as, the effect of contaminating electrons, collimator
exchange effect, impact of beam‑modifying devices, and
the effect of source to detector distance, etc.[5] with mini
phantom and build‑up cap measurements. Also, several
studies on the influence of irregular MLC fields on photon
beam output have previously been presented for FB in
the literature.[27‑29] Though the position of MLC in the
treatment head is secondary or tertiary, the MLC material
and the size of the material affects the Sc values.

effect of low and high‑Z mini phantoms, for various field sizes.
Sc values were measured at different SSDs for fields defined
with jaw only and MLC only for 6MV flattened (6MV‑FB),
10MV flattened (10MV‑FB), 6MV unflattened (6MV‑FFF)
and 10MV unflattened (10MV‑FFF) photon beams. Also,
we intended to study and compare Sc values of 6MV‑FB,
which could be delivered by Clinac iX and True beam
LINACs (Varian Medical Systems, USA).

Materials and Methods
In this study, 6MV‑FB of Clinac iX (23100CD; Varian
Medical Systems, USA), 6MV‑FB, 6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and
10MV‑FFF beams of True beam (Varian Medical Systems,
USA) LINAC were studied. A Varian Clinac iX equipped
with 120 Millennium MLC (MMLC) that can open up to
40 × 40 cm2, whereas True beam has HD MLC can open
only up to 22 × 40 cm2. The Sc measurement with PMMA
mini phantom and Brass build up cap were performed using
a CC13 ionization chamber with DOSE 1 (IBA, Germany)
electrometer. The CC13 cylindrical chamber had a cavity
length of 5.8 mm, and the radius of the spherical part was
3.0 mm. The chamber had an air volume of 0.13 cm3.

The increase in technological advancements regarding
newer version of LINAC enables the clinical community
to deliver high precision and accurate and rapid treatment
for better clinical results. One of the cutting edge
technologies introduced by LINAC manufacturers utilizes
FFF high dose rate beams (without flattening filter–up to
2400 MU/min) available for clinical treatment. The main
advantages of removing the flattening filter are an increased
dose rate, reduced scatter, and reduced leakage and reduced
out‑of‑field doses.[30‑36] Monte Carlo studies have shown
that the flattening filter is responsible for the majority of
scatter produced in the treatment head and is dependent
on machine type and energy.[37]

The total scatter factor (Sc, p) for 6MV‑FB, 10MV‑FB,
6MV‑FFF, and 10MV‑FFF photon beams, for various field
sizes were measured with the IBA Blue Phantom 2 (Rosalina
Instruments, Mumbai, India.) at 10‑cm depth in water
medium for Varian True beam machine. The brass build‑up
caps were constructed with wall thickness sufficient to give
maximum dose build‑up. The dimension of brass mini
phantoms used for 6MV‑FB and 6MV‑FFF Sc measurement
was 1.4 cm (0.4 cm + 0.6 cm (Outer Diameter of Chamber)
+0.4 cm) in diameter and 6.0 cm in height. The dimension
of brass mini phantoms used for 10MV‑FB and 10MV‑FFF
Sc measurement was 1.8 cm (0.6 cm + 0.6 cm (Outer
Diameter of Chamber) +0.6cm) in diameter and 6.0 cm in
height (Fig. 1). These wall thicknesses corresponded with
an areal density approximately equal to thickness × mass
density of 3.42 gm/cm2 for 6MV‑FB and 6MV‑FFF and
5.13 gm/cm2 for 10MV‑FB and 10MV‑FFF photon energy
beams (at approximately twice the depth of maximum
dose water equivalent thickness). Irradiation of the
above build‑up caps was done with the ion chamber axis
perpendicular to the central axis of the radiation beam.
The measurement charges were collected and studied for a
200 monitor unit (MU) for various square and rectangular
field sizes that ranged from 4 × 4 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2 for
6MV‑FB, 6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF with a source
to detector distance of 100 cm. The measured output ratios
were normalized to the output of the 10 × 10 cm2 field size.

In this study, an attempt has been made to design a
columnar mini phantom to meet the AAPM therapy physics
committee Task Group 74 recommendations. The designed
mini phantom was used to study the Sc of two LINACs, the

The density of the columnar mini phantom used is
1.17 gm/cm3. Physical depth of the chamber in the columnar
mini phantom is 8.5 cm, which is equivalent to 10 gm/cm2
water equivalent depth. The chamber insert was 20.0 cm
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in total length and 3.5 cm in diameter [Figure 1]. The ion
chamber was placed at 10 gm/cm2 water equivalent depth
below the surface of the mini phantom. When the photon
beam travelled through the long axis of the columnar
mini phantom for 10 gm/cm2 water equivalent depth the
contaminated would get attenuated without contributing
to the measurement. To measure the head scatter factor,
the designed mini phantom was positioned as shown in the
Figure 2. Sc measurements were made for various square
and rectangular field sizes from 4 × 4 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2 at
various sources to surface of the mini phantoms distances
like 80 cm, 100 cm, and 120 cm (SSD). The chamber was
placed at 8.5 cm physical depth from the surface of the
mini phantom (for example: SCD = 108.5 cm at 100 cm
SSD measurement) for Varian (Clinac iX; 2300CD and
True beam) LINACs for 6MV‑FB (Clinac iX (2300CD)
and True beam), 6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB and 10MV‑FFF
(True beam) beams. The Sc measurements were also carried
out for fields defined with MLC only and jaw only with
a source to detector distance of 100 cm. All the readings
were measured for 200 MU at the water equivalent depth of
10 cm columnar mini phantom and at approximately twice
the depth of maximum dose water equivalent thickness of
brass build‑up cap unless otherwise stated. The measured
values for different field sizes of photon beams were
normalized to the output of the 10 × 10 cm2 field size.

6MV‑FB and 10MV‑FB for field sizes up to 10 × 10 cm2.
However, as the field size was increased above 10 × 10 cm2,
an increase in the values of Sc, P was observed with 6MV‑FB
and 10MV‑FB compared with 6MV‑FFF and 10MV‑FFF.
The head scatter factor for 6MV‑FB, 6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB,
and 10MV‑FFF photon beams for various field sizes were
measured with the designed columnar mini phantom
in parallel orientation at 10.0 cm equivalent depth and
brass build‑up cap in perpendicular orientation at 3.42 cm
(SSD: 100 cm and SCD: 100.7 cm) and 5.13 cm (SSD:
100 cm and SCD: 100.9 cm) water equivalent depth for
Varian Clinac iX and Varian True beam machines. The
details are given in Figure 4. A maximum deviation of head
scatter values ±0.39%, ±0.08%, ±0.71%, and ±0.28% were
observed in various field sizes ranging from 4 × 4 cm2 to
40 × 40 cm2 for Varian True Beam 6MV‑FB, 6MV‑FFF,
10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF, respectively, of mini phantom
measured values compared to brass build‑up cap measured
values. The Sc was higher with brass build‑up cap measured
values than with mini phantom measured values irrespective
of the beam energy for larger field size. Sc was higher with
mini phantom measured values than with brass build‑up
cap measured values irrespective of the beam energy for less
than 10 × 10 cm2 field size.

Effect of field size on Sc
The total scatter factor (Sc, p) for 6MV‑FB, 10MV‑FB,
6MV‑FFF, and 10MV‑FFF photon beams for various field
sizes were measured and details are given in Figure 3. The Sc,
P values ranged from 0.9283 to 1.1108 for 6MV‑FB, 0.9404
to 1.0760 for 6MV‑FFF, 0.9335 to 1.0915 for 10MV‑FB, and
0.9612 to 1.0440 for 10MV‑FFF for field sizes from 5 × 5 cm2
to 40 × 40 cm2 (SSD: 100 cm and SCD: 108.5 cm). Sc,
P values of 6MV‑FFF and 10MV‑FFF were higher than

The Sc values ranged from 0.9605 to 1.0313 for 6MV‑FB,
0.9825 to 1.0133 for 6MV‑FFF, 0.9534 to 1.0340 for
10MV‑FB, and 0.9887 to 1.0113 for 10MV‑FFF beams for
field sizes from 4 × 4 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2. Sc values of
6MV‑FFF and 10MV‑FFF were higher than 6MV‑FB and
10MV‑FB up to 10 × 10 cm2 field size. However, as the field
size was increased above 10 × 10 cm2, an increased amount
of Sc values were observed in 6MV‑FB and 10MV‑FB than
with 6MV‑FFF and 10MV‑FFF. A significant variation in Sc
values was observed in 6MV‑FFF and 10MV‑FFF compared
to 6MV‑FB and 10MV‑FB and a variation of only 3.1% was
observed over the entire range of 5 × 5 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2

Figure 1: Photograph of PMMA columnar mini phantom and brass
build-up cap

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of columnar mini phantom experimental
setup in linear accelerator

Results
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field sizes for 6MV‑FFF compared to 7.4% for 6MV‑FB and
2.3% and 8.5% for 10MV‑FFF and 10MV‑FB, respectively.
Effect of SSD on Sc
Figure 5 shows the variation in Sc for different field sizes
with different SSDs (80, 100, and 120 cm) for the 6MV‑FB,
6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF photon beams in
two different Varian LINACs (Clinac iX and True beam).
The Columnar mini phantom of 10‑cm water equivalent
depth was used for Sc measurements at different SSDs.
A significant variation in Sc was noticed for larger field sizes
with different SSDs for both the LINACs and for 6MV‑FB,
6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF photon beams.
Impact of beam shaping devices on Sc
In the clinical work, the beam shaping device (high‑Z
material) like MLC was used to alter the beam shape as
per planning requirements. The mini phantom was used to
study the effect of beam shaping devices on Sc. Comparative
study was done for fields shaped by only by MLC and fields
shaped only by jaws for 6MV‑FB, 6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and

10MV‑FFF in Varian True beam LINAC. The Sc values of
‘Jaw only’ and ‘MLC only’ fields were compared. It was
observed that in mini phantom measurement of ‘MLC
only’ field, the Sc values increased up to a maximum
of 0.7%, 0.5%, 0.6%, and 0.3% for 6MV‑FB, 6MV‑FFF,
10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF, respectively, for larger field
sizes compared to ‘Jaw only’ field. There was no significant
variation of Sc in smaller field sizes irrespective of beam
energy [Figure 6].
The Sc for the two LINACs (Varian Clinac iX and True
beam) was measured for square fields from 4 × 4 cm2 to
40 × 40 cm2 with indigenously designed columnar mini
phantom of 10‑cm water equivalent depth. The Sc in
Clinac iX was higher than the True beam for larger field
sizes and lesser in smaller field sizes for 6MV‑FB. This
could be due to the variation in the design of tertiary
collimators (MLC). The maximum deviation of Sc values
for 6MV‑FB of True beam was 1.1% for larger field sizes with
respect to Clinac iX accelerator.

Figure 3: Variation of Sc,p with various field size for 6MV-FB, 6MV-FFF,
10MV-FB, and 10MV-FFF measured in Varian True beam

Figure 4: Variation of Sc with field size for with the mini phantom and
Brass bulid-up cap at 10.0 cm and approximately the depth of maximum
dose water equivalent thickness respectively in Varian True Beam for
6MV-FB, 6MV-FFF, 10MV-FB, and 10MV-FFF beams

Figure 5: Variation of Sc with field size for different SSD for 6MVFB, 6MV-FFF, 10MV-FB and 10MV-FFF measured in and Varian linear
accelerators (Clinac iX and Truebeam)

Figure 6: Variation of Sc with field size for field shaped jaw only and jaw
and MLC for 6MV-FB, 6MV-FFF, 10MV- FB, and 10MV-FFF measured in
Varian Truebeam
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The Sc for 6MV‑FB was lesser than the 6MV‑FFF in
4 × 4cm2 field sizes, and a maximum deviation of Sc values
was 2.3% in True beam LINAC. The Sc for 6MV‑FB was
higher than the 6MV‑FFF in 40 × 40 cm2 field sizes, and
a maximum deviation of Sc values was 1.7% in True beam
LINAC. The Sc for 10MV‑FB was lesser than the 10MV‑FFF
in 4 × 4cm2 field sizes, and a maximum deviation of Sc
values was 3.7% in True beam LINAC. The Sc for 6MV‑FB
was higher than the 6MV‑FFF in 40 × 40cm2 field sizes and
a maximum deviation of Sc values was 2.2% in True beam
LINAC. The Sc values of both LINACs of 6MV‑FB (True
beam and Clinac iX) and 6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and
10MV‑FFF beams of True beam are shown in the Table 1.
Collimator exchange effect on Sc
The Sc was measured for the rectangular field to check the
collimator exchange effect. The readings for both LINACs
are shown in Table 2. In this measurement, Y jaw was always
the upper collimator and X was always the lower collimator.
Sc value was higher for larger asymmetry fields (40 × 5 cm2)
and lesser in smaller asymmetry fields (30 × 40 cm2).
With the effect of collimator exchange, Sc values varied
from 2.05% to 0.5%(6MV‑FB Clinac iX, Varian), 1.03% to
0.37% (6MV‑FB), 0.86% to 0.12% (6MV‑FFF), 1.99% to
0.48% (10MV‑FB), and 0.47% to 0.27% (10MV‑FFF) for
field sizes from 4 × 40cm2 to 40 × 30cm2 beams produced
by True beam LINAC.

Discussion
The head scatter factor plays a major role in output
measurements of mega voltage radiation beams as well as
in beam modeling of treatment planning systems used for
advanced treatment delivery techniques like IMRT, SRS,
SRT, SBRT, etc., with summation of series of MLC shaped
fields.[29,38‑40] There are multiple factors influencing the Sc
values, in particular, photons are scattered by structures in
the accelerator head (primary collimator, flattening filter,
the secondary collimator, tertiary collimators (MLCs), and
Table 1: The measured Sc values at 10-cm
depth for Varian (Clinac iX and Truebeam) linear
accelerators at 100 cm SSD
Field
size cm2
5
8
10
12
15
20
25
30
35

6MV-FB
6MV-FB
6MV-FFF 10MV-FB 10MV-FFF
varian
varian
varian
varian
varian
clinac iX true beam true beam true beam true beam
0.9642
0.9702
0.9880
0.9634
0.9917
0.9887
0.9916
0.9963
0.9888
0.9975
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0086
1.0067
1.0019
1.0077
1.0016
1.0154
1.0130
1.0041
1.0152
1.0025
1.0245
1.0220
1.0079
1.0250
1.0063
1.0316
1.0276
1.0110
1.0304
1.0085
1.0372
1.0320
1.0135
1.0351
1.0110
1.0422
1.0339
1.0138
1.0371
1.0117

40

1.0476

1.0313

1.0133

1.0340

1.0113

wedges), photons and electrons backscattered into the
monitor chamber, and at very small field sizes a portion of
the x‑ray source is obscured by the collimators. In recent
times, LINAC manufacturers have made provisions to
deliver radiation therapy treatments with the flattening
filter removed from a traditional medical accelerator. The
flattening filter scatters a large number of photons that
contribute to the out‑of‑field dose,[41] and the removal of
flattening filter may also reduce the out‑of‑field dose during
IMRT treatment delivery due to reduced head scatter.[42]
The type of phantom and depth of measurement of Sc
values are topics of interest, as has been reported by several
authors.[4,6,14,16,21,26,37] The AAPM therapy physics committee
Task Group 74 (TG‑74)[25] recommends the build‑up caps
in cylindrical shapes along with long axis parallel with beam
central axis and the ion chamber placed at 10 gm/cm2 water
equivalent depth for head scatter factor measurements.
The present study reports the design of similar low‑Z
material mini phantom and its measurements in 6MV‑FB,
6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF photon beams.
Measured Sc, P values of 6MV‑FB,6MV‑FFF,10MV‑FB,
and 10MV‑FFF plotted against equivalent square in
Figure 3 show significant difference between FB and
FFF modes and reveal the important contribution of the
flattening filter (FF) to the scattered radiation observed in
our results. The difference in the two measured curves is
due to the reduction of head scatter as the phantom scatter
remains essentially the same. Similar results have been
shown by Ponisch et al.[43]
Figure 4 shows that Sc is slightly higher (0.7%) with brass
build‑up cap measured values than with low‑Z (PMMA)
mini phantom measured values, irrespective of 6MV‑FB,
6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF photon energy beams
for larger field sizes. This agrees with the results obtained
by Paul A.Jursinic,[21] L. Weber et al.,[44] and Hounsell
et al.[29] The result of the present study confirms that
build‑up cap of high atomic number material causes much
greater scatter of electrons[45] and above 10 × 10 cm2 to
40 × 40 cm2 field sizes maximum deviation which was
less than 0.5% for 6MV‑FB and 6MV‑FFF and 0.7% for
10MV‑FB and 10MV‑FFF photon energies compared to
low‑Z mini phantoms measurements and reverse for less
than 10 × 10 cm2 field size.
The measured Sc values plotted in Figure 4 shows
significant differences between 6MV‑FB and 6MV‑FFF
and 10MV‑FB and 10MV‑FFF modes, and it confirmed the
contribution of flattening filter in head scatter radiation.
A significant decrease is seen in the range of readings
compared to the flattened beam with filter free beam
and a variation of Sc values confirmed that only 3.1%
(Sc values: 0.9825–1.0133) was observed over the entire
range of 4 × 4 cm2 to 40 × 40 cm2 field sizes for 6MV‑FFF
compared to 7.3% (Sc values: 0.9605–1.0313) for 6MV‑FB
Journal of Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, 2014
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Table 2: Measured Sc values for rectangular collimator settings for open fields of 6MV-FB, 6MV-FFF,
10MV-FB, nd 10MV-FFF of varian true beam linear accelerator
Collimator setting X/Y
6MV-FB true beam, varian
4
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
6MV-FFF True beam, varian
4
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
10MV-FB True beam, varian
4
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
10MV-FFF True beam, varian
4
5
10
15
20
25
30
40

4

5

10

15

20

25

30

40

0.9572
0.9637
0.9772
0.9811
0.9838
0.9849
0.9869
0.9873

0.9614
0.9676
0.9838
0.9899
0.9931
0.9938
0.9961
0.9954

0.9703
0.978
1
1.0069
1.0116
1.0135
1.0158
1.0169

0.973
0.9815
1.0046
1.0127
1.0174
1.0201
1.0228
1.0239

0.9749
0.9826
1.0069
1.0169
1.0235
1.0255
1.0285
1.0293

0.9753
0.9841
1.0096
1.0196
1.0258
1.0293
1.0328
1.0305

0.9761
0.9846
1.0096
1.0208
1.027
1.03
1.0328
1.0316

0.9772
0.9849
1.0093
1.0201
1.0246
1.0266
1.0278
1.027

0.9825
0.9857
0.9917
0.9938
0.9948
0.9952
0.9972
0.997

0.9851
0.9887
0.9948
0.9974
0.9986
0.9994
1.0001
1.0006

0.9878
0.9915
1
1.0016
1.0039
1.0049
1.0066
1.0071

0.9887
0.9922
1.0009
1.0029
1.0048
1.0066
1.0087
1.0089

0.9892
0.9927
1.0024
1.0056
1.0072
1.0089
1.0105
1.0105

0.9899
0.9932
1.0026
1.0062
1.0077
1.0095
1.0123
1.0115

0.9897
0.9932
1.0032
1.0062
1.0079
1.0097
1.0123
1.0115

0.9885
0.9927
1.0018
1.0048
1.0069
1.0083
1.0103
1.0085

0.9531
0.9587
0.9755
0.9812
0.9838
0.9845
0.9868
0.9884

0.9563
0.9639
0.9831
0.9901
0.9927
0.9937
0.9954
0.998

0.9663
0.9746
1
1.0102
1.0145
1.0162
1.0189
1.0212

0.9683
0.9765
1.0036
1.0145
1.0201
1.0218
1.0258
1.0274

0.9696
0.9782
1.0069
1.0195
1.0251
1.0281
1.0321
1.0337

0.9703
0.9792
1.0086
1.0215
1.0281
1.0314
1.0347
1.0354

0.9699
0.9788
1.0086
1.0218
1.0291
1.0317
1.0357
1.035

0.9703
0.9785
1.0076
1.0195
1.0248
1.0274
1.03
1.0294

0.9836
0.9858
0.9908
0.9933
0.9939
0.9948
0.9957

0.9874
0.9893
0.9948
0.9965
0.9978
0.9984
1.0002

0.9915
0.9931
1
1.0024
1.0029
1.0041
1.0059

0.9931
0.9953
1.0024
1.0048
1.0052
1.0067
1.0085

0.9943
0.9969
1.0041
1.0067
1.0078
1.0092
1.0109

0.9946
0.9971
1.0045
1.0071
1.0079
1.0093
1.0111

0.9945
0.9971
1.0045
1.0073
1.0079
1.0085
1.0109

0.9943
0.9967
1.0035
1.0062
1.006
1.0074
1.0089

0.9972

1.0014

1.0067

1.0098

1.0119

1.0119

1.0117

1.01

FFF: Flattening filter free

and corresponds to the findings of Zhu et al. and Jason
Cashmore.[46,47] A variation of Sc values confirmed that only
2.2% was observed over the entire range of 4 × 4 cm2 to
40 × 40 cm2 field sizes for 10MV‑FFF compared to 8.5%
for 10MV‑FB. Removal of flattening filter (6MV‑FFF and
10MV‑FFF) leads to decrease in head scatter and lower
whole body dose (reducing the risk of secondary cancers).[48]
Reduced head scatter also leads to reduction in penumbra
and dose outside of the field edge. The flattening filter‑free
mode showed smaller field size dependence than did the
flattening filter mode.
The role of SSD on the Sc was evaluated by measuring the
Sc at different SSD (80, 100, and 120 cm) with low‑Z mini
phantom at 10‑cm water equivalent depth for 6MV‑FB,
6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and 10MV‑FFF photon beams as
Journal of Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 3, 2014

shown in figure. 6. The results suggest that the SSD had no
influence on head scatter for both FB and FFF for smaller
fields and significant variation observed in field sizes above
20 × 20cm2. This is in agreement with the results of Rickard
et al.[49]
The head scatter factor were measured for MLC only and
jaw only shaped fields with and without the flattening filter
and for 6MV and 10MV photon beams. Figure 6 shows
that, in the flattening filter‑free mode in both energy,
there is an indication that the head scatter is less for the
MLC‑shaped fields than for the jaw‑shaped fields for field
sizes less than 10 × 10 cm2 and higher in field sizes above
10 × 10 cm2. The dependence of the head scatter factor
on the field shaped by MLC or Jaw was larger for the 10‑MV
flattened or unflattened beam than for the 6‑MV flattened
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and unflattened beam. Removing the flattening filter
considerably decreased this dependence in higher energy
beams compared to lower energy photon beams. These
results are similar to those found by Arnfield et al. and
Ponisch et al.[43,50]
The present study emphasizes the need for Sc
measurements at 10‑cm water equivalent depth with mini
phantom for 6MV‑FB photon beams. This is in agreement
with that of Venselaar et al.[25] who recommended Sc
measurement at 10‑cm water equivalent depth with mini
phantom. For flattened beams, square field head scatter
factors were compared with that of AAPM, TG‑74[25]
published data of Varian (Clinac iX (2300CD) accelerator.
The present data is in good agreement with published data
in TG‑74[25] reports.
The measured Sc values of two different LINACs
tabulated in Table. 1 shows significant differences
between FF and FFF modes. This reveals the important
contribution of the flattening filter to the scattered
radiation observed by the detector. Sc values of 6MV‑FFF
photon beams are lesser than that of the 6MV‑FB photons
beams (‑0.66 ‑ ‑2.8%, Clinac iX (2300CD; ‑0.47 ‑ ‑1.74%,
True beam) and a minimum and maximum deviation
were observed in 12 × 12 cm2 and 40 × 40 cm2 field sizes,
respectively. Sc values of 6MV‑FFF photon beams are
increased compare to 6MV‑FB photons beams (+2.4%,
Clinac iX (2300CD; +1.8%, True beam) and maximum
deviation was observed in 4 × 4 cm2 field sizes. This is in
agreement with the findings of George X. Ding[51] relating
to the scattered dose contributions from the flattening
filter at the isocenter, which were about 0.9‑3% for 6MV‑FB
photon beams. Sc values of 10MV‑FFF photon beams
are lesser (‑0.61 ‑ ‑2.19%, True beam) than that of the
10MV‑FB photons beams and minimum and maximum
deviation were observed in 12 × 12cm2 and 40 × 40cm2
field sizes. Sc values of 10MV‑FFF photon beams are
increased compare to 10MV‑FB photons beams (2.9%,
True beam) and maximum deviation were observed in
4 × 4cm2 field sizes.

Conclusions
A low atomic number columnar mini phantom was
designed with PMMA material as per the AAPM therapy
physics committee Task Group 74 (TG‑74). It was used for
measuring the head scatter radiation for 6MV‑FB (Clinac
iX (2300CD) and True beam), 6MV‑FFF, 10MV‑FB, and
10MV‑FFF photon beams of Varian LINACs, and values
were compared with high atomic number brass build‑up
cap measured values. The measurement of Sc with brass
build‑up cap was found to be slightly higher than the
10‑cm water equivalent depth mini phantom for above
10 × 10cm2 field size and opposite in smaller field size.
Sc values of FFF photon beams were lesser than the FF
photons beams for field sizes ranging above 10 × 10 cm2 to
40 × 40 cm2. Our results confirm the removal of flattening
filter causes a decrease in the head scatter factor. This could
reduce the out‑of‑field dose in advanced treatment delivery
techniques. Further, the effect of Sc values with respect
to SSD, beam shaping devices (MLC) and collimator
exchange effect of both FFF and FF photon beams were
studied with indigenously designed mini phantoms and the
present work confirms that the results are comparable with
previously published data.
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